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Modelling Comple x Adaptive Sys t ems: Toy or Tool?
— Rober t Mark s, MBS and UNSW.

Agent-based models can be charact erised as Comple x Adaptive
Systems, and can model aspects of real-world CAS.

ABM are not the only CAS models — non-linear models such as
David has shown you can also gener ate some CAS behaviour
such as:

• det erminis tic chaos (extreme sensitivity to initial
conditions),

• strange attr actor s, etc

But we need multiple agents to der ive such CAS charact eris tics
as:

• emergence at a higher (macro) level,

• self-org anisation.
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To ys?

We all remember the “Sim” line of comput er games — an early
example of ABM.

To ys like this are ser ious business:

alt hough not an ABM, last year Call of Duty: Blac k Ops took in
ov er USD$650 million of sales in the game ’s first five day s,
which set a five-day global record for a movie, book or
videog ame.
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Tools?

Despit e the gener al limit ation of simulations in gener al (and
ABM in particular) to provide sufficiency only,

Simulations can help explain simple phenomena in principle,
and comple x his t orical phenomena — although this latter
requires validation.

One use of CAS modelling is to find suf ficient conditions for the
model to exhibit such charact eris tics — I gat her that ’s what
you’re doing with your team projects.

And you may der ive sugges tive trade-of fs and hypotheses, to be
tested.
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Two Kinds of ABM

I sugges t that we can think of two kinds of ABM:

1. demons trative ABM models

These models demonstr ate principles, rat her than
tr acking historical phenomena. A demons trative ABM is
an exis t ence proof.
Examples: Schelling’s Seg reg ation Game, Boys and Girls,
the Emergence of Risk Neutr ality:
http://www.agsm.edu.au/bobm/papers/ralet.pdf

2. descriptive ABM models.

These models attempt to der ive suf ficient conditions to
match historical phenomena, as reflect ed in historical
dat a. This requires validation.
Examples: Midgley et al. modelling brand riv alry, the poli
sci models (David).
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Proofs of Suf ficiency

Simulation models are proofs of suf ficiency — “wit h this model
and these paramet ers it is possible to obt ain this behaviour.”

Closed-for m models in gener al can also prov e necessity — “with
this model and these paramet ers or wit h that model and those
par ameter s it is possible to obt ain this behaviour and with no
ot her models or paramet ers.”

ABM stockmarkets attempt to prove the exis t ence of models (as
simple as possible but no simpler) that exhibit such real-world
phenomena as fat-t ailed dis tributions, volatility clustering, etc.

It was the ability of LeBaron et al.’s artificial stock market that
mus t have led Jean-Claud Trichet to sugges t agent-based models
as a way of augmenting — not sur planting — exis ting
macroeconomic models.
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Simulation and Necessity?

Mat hematical “model A” compr ises the conjunction
(a1∧ a2∧ a3

. . .∧ an), where ∧ means “AND”, and the a i denote
the elements (equations, paramet ers, initial conditions, etc)
that constitut e the model.

Suf ficiency: If model A exhibits the desired target behaviour B ,
then model A is sufficient to obt ain exhibit ed behaviour B :
A ⇒ B

Thus, any model that exhibits the desired behaviour is
suf ficient, and demonstr ates one conjunction of elements (or
one model) under which the behaviour can be simulated.

But if there are several such models, how can we choose among
them? And what is the set of all such conjunctions (models)?
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Necessity

Necessity : Onl y those models A belonging to the set of
necessar y models N exhibit target behaviour B .

That is, (A ∈ N ) ⇒ B , and (D ∉ N ) ⇒ ⁄ B .

A dif ficult challenge: deter mine the set of necessary models, N.

Since each model A = (a1∧ a2∧ a3
. . .∧ an), searching for the set

N of necessary models means searching in a high-dimensional
space, with no guar antee of continuity, and a possible large
number of non-linear inter actions among elements.
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Lac k of Necessity Means ...

For ins tance, if D ⇒ ⁄ B , it does not mean that all elements a i of
model D are inv alid or wrong, only their conjunction, that is,
model D .

It might be only a sing le element that precludes model D
exhibiting behaviour B .

But deter mining whet her this is so and which is the offending
element is a costl y exercise, in gener al, for the simulator.

Without clear knowledge of the boundaries of the set N of
necessar y models, it is difficult to gener alise from simulations.

Onl y when the set N of necessary models is known to be small
(such as in the case of DNA str ucture by 1953 when Watson &
Cr ick were searching for it) is it relativel y easy to use simulation
to der ive necessity.
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Families of Simulation Models

1. Sys t em Dynamics SD
(from differential equations)

2. Cellular Automat a CA
(from von Neumann & Ulam, relat ed to Game Theory)

3. Multi-Agent Models MAM, or Agent-Based
Comput ational Economics ACE, or Agent-Based Models
ABM, or Multi-Agent Systems MAS
(from Artificial Intelligence)

4. Learning Models LM
(from Simulated Evolution and from Psychology)
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Compar ison of Simulation Techniques

Gilber t & Troitzsch (2005) compare these (and other s):

Technique Number Communication Comple xity Number
of Levels between agents of agents of agents

SD 1 No Low 1
CA 2+ Maybe Low Many
MAM 2+ Yes High Few
LM 2+ Maybe High Many

Number of Levels: “2+” means the technique can model more
than a single level (the individual, or the society) and the
int eraction between levels.

This is necessary for investig ating emergent phenomena.

So “agent-based models” excludes simple Systems Dynamics
(SD) models, but can include the other s.
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As Simple as Possible ... but no Simpler.

As ABM modellers: remember to simplify — parsimony is the
watchword.

Why?
Great freedom to make what ever assumptions you like wit h
ABM (unlike the assumptions embodied in closed-for m mat h
models), so ...

Don’t keep adding bells and whistles just because you can — it
will confuse your audience, will give leverage to the skeptics,
and will exponentiall y burden your sensitivity anaysis.

Add diagnos tics but don’t complicat e your model for its own
sake if your model is demonstr ative, or even if it is descr iptive.

You can still derive trade-of fs and statis tics, as David repor ted
wit h the poli sci models.
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